2020 OAL Poster Schedule

January 1 - March 31

Why DUO?, HDC, Code Maroon

April 1 - August 31

VPN, Software Store, Aggie Print

September

Phishing

October

ISAM

November 1 - December 31

it.tamu.edu, Oversharing, Social Media Links
DUO serves as a bodyguard to your information and protects it from virtual predators.

Learn more and register your device at IT.TAMU.EDU/DUO.
HELP DESK CENTRAL

Tech Problem-Solver Extraordinaires

Located across from CCG Parking Garage

open 8 a.m. - 8 p.m.
CODE MAROON

codemaroon.tamu.edu

STAY UP TO DATE ON ALL EMERGENCIES HAPPENING ON OR AROUND TEXAS A&M CAMPUS.
PUBLIC WI-FI is not SAFE! Use a SECURE NETWORK or TEXAS A&M VIRTUAL PRIVATE NETWORK to ensure your INFORMATION remains CONFIDENTIAL.

To Learn More Visit u.tamu.edu/VPN
How Can I Get Microsoft Office 365 for Free?

The Texas A&M Community has FREE ACCESS to Microsoft Office 365!
Just go to office365.tamu.edu

For More Discounted Software Visit software.tamu.edu
How Can I Print On Campus?

PRINT at any PRINTING STATION on CAMPUS with your $30 CREDIT

For Instructions Visit u.tamu.edu/aggie-print
Creepy "white van" in your inbox? Report phishing. Keep Aggieland safe!

Forward fake emails to helpdesk@tamu.edu to protect Texas A&M from future cyber attacks.

Division of Information Technology
Hounded by email scams?

Report phishing. Keep Aggieland safe!

Forward fake emails to helpdesk@tamu.edu to protect Texas A&M from future cyber attacks.
CLICK HERE! FR33 sideline pass!

Report phishing. Keep Aggieland safe!

Forward fake emails to helpdesk@tamu.edu to protect Texas A&M from future cyber attacks.
LOOK NO FURTHER!
SERVICES AND RESOURCES AT IT.TAMU.EDU

WiFi
Zoom
Duo
Campus Firewall
24/7 Help Desk Central
SOMEONE'S ALWAYS WATCHING.

BE CAREFUL WHAT YOU SHARE ONLINE TO KEEP YOUR INFO OUT OF THE WRONG HANDS!
STAY PLUGGED IN!

FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA TO STAY UP TO DATE ON ALL IT SERVICES AND TECH NEWS

@TAMU_IT

@TAMU_IT

@TAMU_IT